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CHAPTER I
THE INTRODUCTION AND THE PROBLEM
Introduction
Educational opportunities in the military, specifically in the
Air Force, vary widely, from many kinds of informal in-service training to formal college training.

Such a wide range of educational

opportunities creates a steadily increasing demand for personnel to
handle future programs.
The Air Force provides many schools to further educational
goals of individuals.

These schools are limited in academic areas of

instruction and enrollment, are highly competitive, and emphasize a
military curriculum.

The Air Force, in addition to its schools, pro-

vides its personnel with opportunities to extend their education
through accredited civilian schools, by allowing a number of individuals to attend college for basic or advanced degrees.

Most of

these Air Force directed school assignments help the individual to
attain his military career goals, e.g. Air Force personnel who receive
higher degrees usually are selected for positions of great responsibility.
The standards for Air Force instructors are established by
the Department of the Air Force.

In the past, most instructor posi-

tions in Reserve Officer Training Corp programs were filled by career
officers who showed an interest in this type of assignment.
these officers did not have college degrees.

Some of

In 1969, the Department
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of Defense ordered that all fully qualified Reserve Officer Training
Corp instructors must have at least a Master's degree in an academic
field; this order was to be fully implemented by September, 1972.
The Air Force, the Air University, and the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT) together developed a new educational program, The Air Force Reserve Officer Training Corp Preparatory Program.
This program, under the direction of AFIT, provides an opportunity for
selected officers to return to college in Master's degree programs.
The Problem
When an Air Force officer enters an institution of higher
education in the field of Education, he finds few guidelines to developing an appropriate program.

In some cases, the institution's

Department of Education will make a non-standard program from a combination of existing courses of study.

The officer and his college

graduate advisor construct an educational plan to meet the requirements of a future instructor in the Air Force.

AFIT requires the

officer to submit an educational plan for approval.

Approval in most

cases depends upon the college's requirements for the degree.
A course guideline program is needed which Air Force officers
entering the field of education can use to outline their course study.
A program with enough flexibility to meet individual needs is important.
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Statement of the Problem.

This study will design, delineate,

and develop a guideline program for the training of an Air Force
Educational Technology Generalist.
Importance of the Study.

The study will provide a program

that the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT) can coordinate with
institutions of higher education for a Master's degree in Education.
The program can be used by selected officers assigned to AFIT.

They

can review the graduate education programs at certain colleges before
they commit themselves to a particular institution.
Definition and Explanation of Terms Used
Air Force Institute of Technology.

The Air Force Institute

of Technology (AFIT) is located at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
Ohio.

It comprises advanced Air Force degree programs and a series

of academic divisions.

The two divisions directly concerned with the

Air Force Reserve Officer Training Corp Preparatory Program are the
Admission Division and the Civilian Institution Division.

The Admis-

sion Division accepts formal applications to the program and considers
the qualifications of the candidate.

The Civilian Institution Divi-

sion places selected officers at institutions of higher education.
Air University.
Force Base, Alabama.

Air University is located at Maxwell Air

It is one of the major commands of the United

States Air Force, comprising advanced Air Force schools, colleges,
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and related educational research activities.

Its students consist

largely of Air Force officers, airmen, and professional civilians
(20:v).

The officer assignment section at Air University has the

option to select officers for the Air Force Reserve Officer Training
Corp Preparatory Program.

These officers are under the command of

Air University when they become Reserve Officer Training Corp instructors.
Category one courses,

Those courses that are required and

can be substituted by similar course offerings under highly acceptable conditions as defined by the graduate students' advisory committee
and the university's Department of Education.
Category two courses.

Those courses that are highly recom-

mended, of which a selection of one or more is chosen, from each of
the sampling functional areas.
Educational Technology Generalist.

A term used to describe a

person who used educational development to compile his total capabilities in different academic areas as an instructor and administrator.
Education Technology.

Education Technology is a program de-

signed to prepare officers for staff duties in the Education and
Training career field.

The curriculum includes course work in cur-

riculum construction, educational testing, and educational administration, and prepares officers to plan, organize, establish, and
direct education and training programs (1:2).
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Functional.

Having or serving a utilitarian purpose: capable

of serving the purpose for which it was designed (10:921).
Functional Area.
academic areas:

1)

A term used to describe one of the three

administration and supervision development,

curriculum development, or 3)

2)

instructional techniques and practices

development.
Generalist.

One who devotes himself to, is conversant with,

or can handle several different skills, fields, or aptitudes (10:945).
Guideline.

Any guide or indication of a future course of

action (10:1009).
Objectives.

Something that one's efforts are intended to

attain or accomplish, a purpose, a goal, or a target (10:1556).
On the Job Training.

On the job training (OJT) is a term

used to cover a wide range of Air Force training.

In this study,

the term will refer to operational or technical types of training,
e.g. teaching operation of Air Force navigational equipment.
Procedures of the Study
The study was organized into the following areas:

first, a

basic core of knowledge of the functional areas (defined above) was
secured from general background reading.

This researcher expanded

his academic knowledge of the functional areas from a series of taped
interviews with selected Education professors using a basic
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questionnaire designed for responsive freedom.
Second, this researcher compiled six separate programs for
an Educational Technology Generalist from course offerings at
Auburn University, East Texas State University, North Texas State
University, Ohio State University, Washington State University, and
Central Washington State College.
Third, this researcher related these six completed guideline
programs to the learning objectives of the three functional areas
(mentioned above) and constructed a series of general academic and
performance guideline objective study areas that an Educational
Technology Generalist should acquire in a program of study.
Fourth, six Central Washington State College Education professors made validity checks on the six individual college or university programs developed by this researcher and ranked these programs
from one through six with one being the highest ranking and six being
the lowest ranking.

This researcher compared the similarities and

differences of the Education professors' validity checks and ranking
order and developed one overall guideline program.
Lastly, the summary and conclusions of the study include recommendations for adopting the Air Force Educational Technology
Generalist guideline program.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF IBE LITERATURE
The Three Functional Areas
The many operational Air Force training programs have their
own literature in various professional, scientific, and technical
areas, from training combat crew members to training instructors.
Most of this literature deals with On The Job Training (OJT).
The subject matter of formal Air Force schools comes from
service manuals and regulations published by the Department of the
Air Force.

The published material having to do with the training of

instructors is confined to a small number of manuals and regulations.
The Air Force, however, does publish periodicals in which limited
literature on instructors and instructional techniques appears.
The functional areas listed in Chapter I comprise three major
divisions of information and learning.

Information under each of

these functional areas was limited so a workable combination could
be produced.

Air Force and non-Air Force literature was combined and

reviewed briefly.
Administrative development and study is part of a formal program of leadership training (17:3).

As studies show, range of experi-

ence, competency, and prior service in administrative positions help
train the professional educator (17:1).

When this writer speaks of

administration and especially educational administration, he is concerned with coordinating the efforts of people toward common objectives (5:172).

Because the administrator is basically as implementor,
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he engages in (1) the clarification, ordering, and reaffirmation of
goals; (2) the identification and assessment of alternative means to
goal-achievement; (3) the activation of resources to achieve desired
ends (5:193).

"The educational administrator is called upon to in-

terpret the goals of education as they are redefined by the demands
of our time . . . . The administrator also must provide leadership in
choosing wisely among the multiple means which our age offers for
achievement of educational goals" (5:200).
Like the educational administrator, the supervisor deals with
all aspects of instruction (3:5).

Leslee J. Bishop, in his Challenges

for Supervisors (16:96-106), notes that the supervisor has immediate
and long range challenges and responsibilities.
Supervision is also changing because of new media, new
instructional devices, new and far-reaching studies of the
teaching-learning act, and new emphasis on the importance
of individual perceptions. Research capabilities, new
instruments and media tend to reinforce the need for more
insight, more personal facilitation, and more in-service
work of a helping nature. Changes coming from new and
powerful forces require knowledge of change processes, and
competence on the part of the supervisor as the agent of
change. These and many other realities suggest that supervisors working with teachers in these activities today also
have new roles, new tools, new responsibilities (16:100).
In curriculum development, teachers must play a large part
in providing an acceptable approach to better education.

No one else

can build the teacher's personal theory of education and operational
principles; he must accomplish the task himself (25:vii).

Educators

generally agree that curriculum is the sum of experience under the
auspices of the school (11:3).
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Curriculum development is a complete undertaking that
involves many kinds of decisions . . . . The major areas
or subjects of the curriculum must be selected as well as
the specific content to be covered in each. Choices must
be made about the type of learning experiences with which
to implement both the content understandings and other
objectives (18:6).
Another aspect of curriculum is that it is a plan for learning: (1)
selection and arrangements of content, (2)

the choice of the learn-

ing experiences by which this content is to be manipulated and by
which the objectives not achievable through content alone can be
attained, and (3)

plans for establishing the optimal conditions

for learning (18:76).
Learning, planning, and developing educational programs play
important parts in the total ability of an educator.

Establishing

goals, teaching, and evaluating, which are the three basic steps in
the educational process, should be planned together by the educator
(15:3).

An educational program, like any activity, is directed
by the expectations of certain outcomes. The chief activity
of education is to change individuals in some way: to add
to the knowledge they possess, to enable them to perform
skills, which otherwise they would not perform, to develop
certain understandings, insights, and appreciations (18:194).
All these aspects of education and curriculum development must be
considered by an educator who is coordinating new graduate education
programs or will be working directly with academic subjects that may
need revision.

This individual must have a foundation of knowledge

in the curriculum study field so he can perform efficiently its varied
aspects.
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Instructional techniques and practices cover a wide range of
academic studies.

These studies help develop the instructor's ability

to teach effectively.
Air Force instructors take on certain duties and responsibilities:

organizing and preparing instructional materials, instruct-

ing personnel, and coordinating a training program (22:Al6-37).

To-

gether with these general requirements, an Air Force instructor needs
special qualifications:

a knowledge of audio-visual methods and tech-

niques, and of educational tests and measurements (22:Al6-38).

Pro-

grammed instruction, team teaching, guided group discussion, and many
other types of instructional practices are all part of a larger academic area of instructional media and educational technology.
Educational technology should be based on the behavioral
sciences and centered on the study of instructional methods and systems, not only on equipment.

The whole system of instruction should

be considered (19:10-11).
Where, how, and who an instructor is going to teach should
be considered before he takes any academic courses in any area of
study.

The decision the instructor must make is whether a general or

specific knowledge would better serve his purposes.

He may want to

concentrate in some areas to the exclusion of others, if he feels this
would best suit his instructional duties.

A basic core of academic

knowledge should be learned before the commitment is made to a particular academic area.
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The Training of Two Air Force Instructors
The Air Force literature available is primarily on techniques
and methods of instruction, rather than on administrative study and
curriculum development.

The academic Air Force instructor is con-

cerned with literature available to him, as it relates to what type
of job he will do as a teacher.

Basic learning behind Air Force in-

structor training and course preparation can be summed up by this
statement:
The good instructor knows and understands far more
than he actually teaches his students. If he is to
understand himself as a teacher, the Air Force instructor needs to understand his own role and responsibilities in the Air Force. If he is to understand his students, the instructor must have some knowledge concerning their learning habits, their patterns of behavior,
the many skills required to guide and counsel them, and
how to judge their performances (24:1).
Communicative skill, teaching methods, and evaluation all play important roles in the making of an instructor.
Air Force instructors are usually trained to instruct in a
particular area which makes their education very specific.

However,

because the Air Force encourages career expansion these instructors
may be asked to diversify and teach in different areas.

The follow-

ing programs are two examples of how Air Force personnel are trained
and used as Air Force Instructors.
The first program under discussion is the training of a
Strategic Air Command (SAC), KC-135 Instructor Navigator (IN).

The

navigator must be fully qualified with the desire to enter the navigator upgrading instructor program.
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The navigator, before he enters the upgrading program, must
complete certain prerequisites.

Minimum requirements include total

flying time and time in the KC-135 classification.

The experience

level of the instructor navigator candidate must be above that of most
navigators.

As a navigator enters the upgrading program he must meet

all standards set by SAC, by his Wing, which is composed of a number
of smaller Air Force units and squadrons, and by his assigned squadron.
He must supervise his own ground and flying training in coordination
with command personnel who monitor the instructor navigator training
program.
The navigator develops his curriculum to meet his particular
needs.

Requirements are reviewed and charted by the navigator so

unnecessary repetition will not occur.

Manuals and regulations are

identified for future study and reference.
The actual accomplishment of the IN program is up to the individual.

Since the end result is an operational instructor, develop-

ment of individual teaching techniques is important.

The ground train-

ing consists of readings and a series of examinations (21:1).
instructor flights must be flown with an IN (21:8).

The two

The navigator must

be able to navigate and explain all his actions to the IN's satisfaction.

He must learn the techniques of observation and the art of

patience in preparing to be a future IN.

To end his training, he must

complete successfully a check flight with a IN standardization evaluator (23:8-10).

This is an evaluation of the instructor's understand-

ing of technical and professional knowledge (23:9).
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Upon successful completion of the evaluation check, the new
IN is officially placed on orders.

Now he is in a position to assist

other navigators and increase his responsibilities and duties.

As an

IN, he will work with many navigators, some of whom will want to become instructor navigators.
The second program reviewed is the Academic Instructor Course
(AIC), a course offered at Air University.

All future or present Re-

serve Officer Training Corp instructors must take this five to six
week course.
Administratively, this course makes unique contributions in
the field of education (20:37).
ment for trained instructors.

It satisfies the Air Force requireThe AIC will increase the future effec-

tiveness of an instructor as a supervisor and administrator.

He will

study the principles of learning, practice sound teaching methods,
plan instructional practice, and evaluate achievement (20:37).
Curriculum changes and development come through the Dean of
Curriculum in AIC (20:38).
constantly.

The course curriculum is being revised

The program consists of administrative training, educa-

tional foundations, communication skills, methodology, and evaluation
(20:39).

A series of laboratories covering a range of subjects is

offered to AIC students (20:40).
The actual training in instructional techniques is based on
how people learn and communicate (24:i).

The future Air Force in-

structor must review his professional background and increase his
communicative skills.

He must learn numerous teaching methods to be
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used in the classroom.
This part is concerned with tools of instruction that
help the instructor do a better job . . . . By using the
method best suited to each class session, the instructor
can make his instruction more realistic, flexible, and
interesting (24:75).
The AIC graduate cannot acquire all the knowledge that is
needed to become a good Air Force instructor in five or six weeks of
school.

However, the course does provide a solid foundation on which

officers can expand their training and individual teaching skills.
As the officer completes this course, he takes one step upward in his

Air Force career.
Additional Preliminary Resources
The military phase of training instructors (described above),
although highly acceptable, does not meet the requirements of building
a comprehensive Air Force Educational Technology Generalist program.
Since this program is to function at certain universities and colleges,
its goals should be established in the context of institutions of
higher education.
Information available at Central Washington State College,
Ellensburg, Washington, for the interrelations of the three functional
areas; administration-supervision, curriculum development and instructional techniques, is sought at the highest academic level, the Department of Education professes.
The university is by tradition a community of scholars.
A scholar is, as the dictionary indicates, a learned person,
one who has done special study in a field. He is, in short,
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one who knows as much as anyone can about a given discipline
or sub-area within the discipline. He is in every sense an
"expert."
It is becuase of this expertness that he can function,
that he can attract students, conduct scholarly inquiry,
render significant service to his community and the like.
Certainly no one else is in a better position to judge what
is important in his field and what is not. No one is in a
better position to study it, or communicate about it. The
scholar possesses a kind of professional coherence and
integration that could not be duplicated elsewhere (7:23-24).
For the purposes of this study, the term functional will be substituted for the term discipline as stated in the previous quote.

All

functions discussed in detail in the interviews, with the cooperation
of certain Professors of Education, will form a foundation on which
the training of an Air Force Educational Technology Generalist can be
based.
The Education professors from Central Washington State College
interviewed are:

Dr. Kenneth R. Berry, Dr. J. Wesley Crum, Dr. Donald

G. Goetschius, Dr. George C. Grossman, Dr. A. Hamilton Howard, Jr.,
Professor Roy E. Lawrence, and Dr. Madge A. Young.

These educator's

contributions to this researchers expanding knowledge of the many
aspects of the functional areas is immeasurable.

The information re-

ceived gave meaning, produced new outlooks, and combined loose data
into a more cohesive base of understanding.

CHAPTER III
RELATION OF THE FUNCTIONAL AREAS TO
THE ROLE OF THE GENERALIST
Chapter three, dealing with personal interviews this researcher made with seven Central Washington State College professors
(Bibliography, Section B), is unique because it is an extension of
the review of literature.

Questionnaire one (Appendix A) was used

for three interviews, one from each of the three functional areas.
Questionnaire two (Appendix A) is a revised questionnaire, and four
additional interviews were accomplished.
The information this researcher received varies because each
professor had his own ideas of what education means and how educational objectives are best related.

Yet this information is valid because

of the total experiences these professors contribute to the educational community.
In the discussion presented in previous chapters, this researcher found ideas on how the functional areas are related and what
each has to offer.

This researcher was not searching for any new

ideas involving the content of the functional areas as they pertain to
the Education Technology Generalist, but rather a deeper understanding
of the content.

As a generalist, he will encompass all the roles being

discussed in the content of the functional areas.
The term, the functional areas, is used to describe the three
academic roles of a generalist:

administration and supervision devel-

opment, curriculum development, and/or instructional techniques and
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practices.

Because the range of literature in these functional areas

is large, narrowing this literature is an important part of this chapter.

The method used by this researcher to narrow this literature was

to conduct personal interviews with the Education professors at Central
Washington State College.

The following information in this chapter

is a summary of all the information gained from the interviews of the
seven professors.
The first functional area under discussion from the interviews is the generalist as an administrator and a supervisor.

In this

capacity he must lead, learn, evaluate, and communicate with many
people.

A generalist, working as an administrator-supervisor, must

be a skilled leader.

He must be able to deal with all kinds of people;

the student, the teacher, the parent, the people in the community.

In

dealing with people, the administrator-supervisor must have confidence
in his convictions, even though these convictions may not reward the
majority.

Thus, after reviewing all the facts known to him, he must

arrive at firm decisions because that is his responsibility.
If the administrator-supervisor knows how to delegate responsibility to his staff he will be free for more supervisory duties.

He

nrust consider personnel relations, be cognizant of the feelings of
others, keep the people who work for him at their highest potential,
and instill a positive feeling within his staff.

He must carry on and

coordinate training programs, not only for his staff, but for people
working in capacities other than administration.

He must keep a never
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ending flow of talent coming into these programs and into his staff
positions.
The administrator-supervisor must have a very high organizational ability.

He must structure this organizational ability to fit

the situation that needs to be administered.

He must be flexible

enough to find the problem area, organize to meet this problem, instill
confidence, inspire to work, and finally accomplish the selected
objective.
As an administrator-supervisor, a generalist must be aware of

the important role of evaluation.

He continually must evaluate his

staff, probing their weaknesses and strengths.

He must look at equip-

ment and facilities with a critical eye, spot flaws, and make improvements.
As an administrator-supervisor the generalist must understand
the psychology of learning and must translate his psychology of learning into problem solving involving students and staff.

He must try to

avoid personal bias that will affect students and staff as they try to
perform under his administration.
Because of the importance of a growing society, an administrator-supervisor must keep up with new terminology, techniques, and
what his staff and students are thinking.

He and his staff must be

cognizant of new ideas in media, methods, and research.

He must gain

enough knowledge and experience to meet the needs of the future-meeting these needs may be his biggest problem.
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Finally, the administrator-supervisor must be a capable communicator.

Communication, a two-way operation and a continuing pro-

cess of information sharing, is the foundation of all the institutional programs in which an administrator-supervisor could be positioned.
base.

No learning can take place without a solid communication
He must avoid confusion and keep the lines of communication

always open to all of the people who work with and for him.
The second functional area for a generalist is that of the
curriculum specialist, who handles a wide range of subjects.

Curri-

culum is any experience that a person has in informal education, formal education, or daily experiences that are organized and under some
controls (10:557).

A curriculum specialist should be able to plan

and develop programs to meet the needs of a particular group of people.
He should be aware of the different influencing factors that will help
and hinder him as he carries out these programs.
A potential curriculum specialist must know the different
philosophies of education.

Educational programs will depend upon the

philosophies of education of the curriculum specialist and those who
are going to work with the curriculum.

He must also have a clear

understanding of the conflicting philosophies of education.

He must

know different learning theories and apply these theories to the needs
of the group in which he is attempting to make a curriculum change.
The curriculum specialist must be able to see a need for change
and be aware that, at best, change is going to be a difficult process.
He must recognize a need for change by observation, by seeing the
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educational atmosphere of the classroom and the attitude of the students.

Are the students interested in this particular type of cur-

riculum or subject?

Are they achieving normally?

problems appear in this particular program?

Do any discipline

The curriculum specialist

must be aware of these facts before drawing any conclusions on the
type of change that is needed.

After recognizing the need for change,

he must create conditions in which various groups will work together
to develop meaningful changes.

In creating conditions for change, the

curriculum specialist must realize that he is only one member of a
team, and that this team can gauge its success only by productivity,
by what is put into practice.
The curriculum specialist must recognize the needs of the individual and the needs of society.

He should know how the curriculum

can best serve the needs of the individual, and how the curriculum
specialist can make the experiences of these individuals continue to
grow.

Then again the specialist must be aware of trends in societal

needs, and be able to plan ahead for curriculum changes to meet these
needs.
As a curriculum specialist, and seeing the need for change,
he must evaluate the degree of change required.

He must look at learn-

ing situations, then devise better ways of achieving the learning.
The goal of greater growth should be present, because the curriculum
specialist must be not only an evaluator, but a developer.
oping, he must create a need for growth.
aspects of the curriculum.

In devel-

He must understand certain

He must have an understanding of the cause
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of curriculum change.

He must have an understanding of the evolution

of the curriculum and its natural growth.
When an established program starts to deteriorate and a
change is imminent, the curriculum specialist can apply the understanding and the knowledge of his position to get the action he desires.

Are these changes going to be so drastic as to instill fear

in the staff?

Is the staff fully prepared to handle these changes?

Why are these changes necessary?

Will the staff have enough time to

comprehend and organize to handle these changes.

All these questions

a curriculum specialist must answer successfully before meaningful
change is possible.

People and educators have a tendency on the most

part to want to maintain the status quo.

The curriculum specialist

must have the ability to deal effectively with people, to provide his
staff with the tools for successful implementation of a proposed curriculum.

In addition, he should be aware that no one curriculum, no

one program, no one revision in curriculum will meet the needs of all
individuals and society.
Thus, the curriculum specialist must have a multitude of abilities.

But as a generalist these abilities are only part of his total

capabilities.

He must know his different roles, including that of

curriculum specialist, and be able to perform accordingly.
The third functional area for a generalist is instructional
techniques and practices.

Instructional media, research, statistics,

instructional practices, methods, and materials used by an instructor
are considered for this discussion.
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An instructor must be able to assess various theories and

techniques.

He should be able to design and construct different

types of media and be aware of what types of media are available to
him.

He must have an excellent media vocabulary to study media tech-

nology effectively, and have enough background to keep studying and
to make future contributions to this area.

He must be able to find

what he wants to use from the thousands of new ideas, and incorporate
these ideas to fit his instructional needs.
Communicating better should be the end product of all his
theories, ideas, and practices.

An instructor must be able to adapt

to different situations and have a high degree of technical skills in
both oral and written language.

He must be able to interpret the

different transmitting and receiving communication techniques.

He

must know theories of learning and be able to communicate or exemplify these theories.
In instructional techniques and practices, a generalist is
concerned with management.

He must be able to manage his time, re-

sources, and ability to help himself in many different instructional
situations.

He must be able to plan and organize his thoughts into

a good educational program so his actions will benefit his students.
A generalist in the functional area of instructional techniques and practices must be a Educational Technologist, a student of
technique and knowledge, rather than a technician.

He must leave

those highly developed technical skills to those specialists who are
trained in particular areas.
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This writer sees the role of a generalist as dealing with all
the functional areas.

However, a self-image of what role each func-

tional area is to play will make a difference in the type of education a generalist will pursue.

The generalist should establish in

his own mind, how the proposed interrelations of the functional areas
will be used by him.

The knowledge and understanding of these in-

terrelations will help him to know and work effectively in many different instructional, curriculative, or administrative positions.

CHAPTER IV
THE GUIDELINE PROGRAM
Objectives
In building a guideline program for an Air Force Educational
Technology Generalist, certain outcomes first must be selected.

The

following objectives, for a generalist, in the three functional areas
came out of the seven interviews that were discussed in Chapter III.
The Educational Technology Generalist will be able to:
1.

Communicate and work successfully with people.

2.

Carry on group and individual processes.

3.

Demonstrate different education processes.

4.

Define different philosophies of education and his

own philosophy operationally.
5.

Evaluate and administer different educational programs

in his own academic field and learn about practices in other fields.
6.

Note discrepancies and to correct deficiencies in

existing educational programs.
7.

Carry out the techniques of supervision and the role

of leadership successfully.
8.

Demonstrate the art of good communication.

9.

Describe different designs and methods of research and

adapt one of these designs to fit his personal needs.
10.

Become familiar with different educational programs

and opportunities offered by universities or colleges so he can
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make wise choices when outlining a program for himself.
11.

Design, produce, and utilize different media materials

in as many aspects of instruction as possible.
12.

Utilize different methods and materials for educational

programs.
13.

Recognize educational problems and make alterations in

the programs to correct the problems.
These objectives for an Educational Technology Generalist are not allinclusive, but they do give some ideas of what this researcher is trying to include in the individual programs.
Program Development
The university and college programs and their courses will
differ in content, nomenclature, and functions.

For unity in struc-

ture and continuity in development this researcher will limit the
program design to a period of twelve months, that is to say, four
quarters or three semesters of academic work.
Most university sources define an average graduate work load
as from twelve to sixteen semester or quarter hours.

These guideline

programs will stay within this criterion and will range from fifty to
sixty total quarter credits or approximately thirty-five to forty-five
total semester credits in length.
The Air Force Institute of Technology has identified Central
Washington State College, Ohio State University, North Texas State
University, Auburn University, and East Texas State University as
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possible future institutions where Air Force officers may attend in
the field of Education to complete their graduate work.

Washington

State University was picked by this researcher because of his interest
in their Education Department.
All the course titles and descriptions involved in the six
generalist programs were taken from the individual general and graduate college or university catalogs (See Appendix B).

A master chart

was made by this researcher listing all the education courses that
fit the stated Functional areas discussed in Chapter III.

Other

courses in sociology and psychology also were reviewed and in some
instances were selected to fit a generalist program need.
The six individual generalist programs had similar and different problems to be solved.

This researcher tried to solve prob-

lems such as quarter versus semester schools, different hours for
courses that were selected for the programs, keeping the programs within a twelve month academic outline, and that individual colleges and
universities emphasized different areas of academic concentration.
These programs will be concentrated education programs with average
to above average work load prescribed.

In each instance general re-

quirements that were set by the individual institution for a Masters
in Education were complied with.

This is not to say that these gen-

eralist programs have or would be approved by the institutions'
Graduate Offices or Departments of Education, but rather that the
programs would be feasible.

Unless otherwise noted, all the courses

discussed are given by the Education Department.

The six individual
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guideline programs that this researcher developed are reviewed in
Appendix C.
Comparative Validation Evaluation
TI1e purpose of the comparative validation evaluation is to
show simple comparisons under this researcher's stated criteria for
each area listed in Tables 2 through 9.

The information in these

tables vary, yet they all show certain acceptance levels concerning
the actual content validation questions (see Appendix D), the respondents' results, and how the individual guideline programs were
evaluated.

The actual guideline programs (Appendix C), and content

validation questions (Appendix D), are not repeated in Chapter IV,
because they are unnecessary when reviewing respondent results.
This researcher, while looking for an instrument for evaluation of the guideline program, had to consider time and the availability of resources.

The instrument produced was a series of ten

questions, given to six professors, about the six individual programs.
Five of the six professors are in Education, and one in Psychology,
at Central Washington State College.

These professors came from

varying backgrounds, including administration, foundations, curriculum, and media.

Then ten questions were designed so that a simple

affirmative or negative response could be given.

An additional choice

of "no response" was also available which negated that particular
question from the comparison validation check.
To avoid contamination by identification, each of the programs
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was assigned randomly to the professors as shown in Table I.
TABLE I
GUIDELINE PROGRAM RANDOM ASSIGNMENT
Professor

Random Guideline Programs

A

20

10

40

50

30

60

B

30

10

60

40

50

20

C

50

60

20

10

30

40

D

40

30

50

20

10

60

E

50

30

10

40

20

60

F

60

10

30

40

20

50

The content validation questions this researcher used and how
the individual qu~stions were rated is summarized here to give some
understanding before the actual comparisons are made.

Each question

was rated by this researcher singularly, as a plus factor (an answer
that signified approval), minus factor (an answer that signified disapproval), or neutral factor (an answer that signified neither approval nor disapproval).

The professors who answered the questions did

not know the rating system.
The following questions being discussed appear in Appendix D
as content validation questions.
ing questions.
plus factor.

Factors were assigned to the follow-

In question one, a negative response resulted in a
In question two, a negative response resulted in a plus
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factor.

In question three, a negative response resulted in a plus

factor.

In question four, an affirmative response resulted in a plus

factor.

In question five, a negative response resulted in a plus

factor.

In question six and seven, both questions are rated neutral

by this researcher so an affirmative or negative response was acceptable.

In question eight, an affirmative response resulted in a plus

factor.

In question nine, an affirmative response resulted in a plus

factor.

In question ten, an affirmative response resulted in a plus

factor.
The data from the responses of the content validation questions was compared in three distinct ways.

First, each content vali-

dation question was reviewed concerning the total of thirty-six answers from all the professors; in addition the factors plus, minus,
and neutral were stated.

Second, each professors' approximately

sixty total responses on the guideline programs and the resulting
factors were reviewed.

Third, the responses and factors were summa-

rized for each guideline program and acceptance, marginal acceptance,
or rejection of the program were recommended.
This researcher wanted to build on the validation of his
guideline programs; the first step was to look at the individual content validation question to see how they faired totally either as a
plus or minus factor.

The guideline programs were grouped in consid-

ering these questions.

A judgment was made whether to accept or re-

ject any of the questions as part of the validity check.

Only ques-

tions six and seven were rejected, because of the individualization
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of the responses.

Each question (Appendix D) had a total of thirty-

six factors; fewer appear in some cases in Table 2 below because of
non-response.
TABLE 2
QUESTION ACCEPTANCE
Question

Plus Factors

Minus Factors

% of Acceptance

1

30

6

83%

2

17

18

49%

3

11

25

31%

4

17

19

47%

5

18

17

51%

6

Neutral

7

Neutral

8

27

9

75%

9

27

3

90%

10

27

9

75%

The conclusions from Table 2, because it involved different
guideline programs and evaluators, are very generalized.

This re-

searcher believes that the plus percentage acceptance levels comparing the plus factors with the total factors reveals general trends
of the academic quality of the guideline programs.

This researcher

established a plus percentage level of 75% and above to signify a
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complementary majority of agreement among the respondents.

A plus

percentage level with a range of 40% to 74% indicate that the respondents failed to agree on a particular subject.

A plus percentage

under 40% indicates that the respondents agreed that a particular
subject area needed changing.

The summary conclusions are as follows:

First, administration and supervision courses were covered sufficiently.
Second, curriculum development courses coverage was adequate, but some
of the guideline programs need additional work in this area.

Third,

instructional techniques and practices course coverage was generally
perceived as weak.

Fourth, it was marginally accepted that the Gener-

alist program was worthwhile and practical in this age of specialization.

Fifth, it was accepted that an Educational Technology Ge~eral-

ist Graduate should receive a master's degree, that he could find
employment, and that such a program does lay an adequate foundation
for doctoral study.
Since the respondents differed in the criteria applied to the
guideline programs, a tabular review is given in Table 3 of the factors produced by each respondent.

Table 3 displays respondent's back-

ground, total factors, plus factors, minus factors, plus percentage,
and the degree of acceptance.

This researcher judged that a plus per-

centage of 70% or above signified a high degree of acceptance of all
the guideline programs by the respondent.

A percentage of 40% to 69%

signified only a moderate degree of acceptance of all the guideline
programs by the respondent.
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TABLE 3
RESPONDENT FACTORS AND ACCEPTANCE
Respondent and Background

Acceptance

Factors

Total

Plus

Minus

%

Curriculum and
Administration

48

30

18

63

moderate

Administration and
Curriculum

48

24

24

50

moderate

C.

Psychology

48

24

24

50

moderate

D.

Foundation and
Curriculum

41

21

20

51

moderate

Administration and
Media

48

40

8

83

high

Media and Methods

47

35

12

74

high

A.
B.

E.
F.

The individual guideline program factor acceptance check produced some surprising results in the comparison of affirmative and
negative answers with plus and minus factors.
each of the programs follows.

A summary table for

A positive factor percentage is used

to determine acceptance, marginal acceptance, or rejection of any of
the individual guideline programs.
were developed.

Two percentages for each program

The first percentage is the distribution of plus

versus minus factors.

The second percentage is the distribution of

plus versus minus and neutral factors.
for both percentages was fifty percent.

The criterion for acceptance
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TABLE 4
GUIDELINE PROGRAM 10
CENTRAL WASHINGTON STATE COLLEGE
Factors
Plus

Minus

Neutral

Professor A

6

2

1

Professor B

6

2

1

Professor C

5

3

2

Professor D

3

4

2

Professor E

7

1

2

Professor F

7

0

2

34

12

10

Totals

Comparing plus versus minus factors, a seventy-four percent
plus factor is produced.

Comparing the plus versus the minus and

neutral factors, a sixty-one percent plus factor is produced.

The

conclusion is that this guideline program is acceptable to this researcher under the established criteria.
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TABLE 5
GUIDELINE PROGRAM 20
WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY
Factors
Plus

Minus

Neutral

Professor A

4

4

2

Professor

B

1

7

1

Professor C

2

6

2

Professor

D

0

7

2

Professor

E

5

3

2

Professor F

5

3

2

17

30

11

Totals

Comparing the plus versus the minus factors, a thirty-six
percent plus factor is produced.

Comparing the plus versus the minus

and neutral factors, a twenty-nine percent plus factor is produced.
The conclusion is that this guideline program is rejected by this
researcher under the established criteria.
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TABLE 6
GUIDELINE PROGRAM 30
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
Factors
Plus

Minus

Professor A

7

1

1

Professor

B

6

2

1

Professor C

8

0

2

Professor

D

7

0

2

Professor

E

8

0

2

Professor F

5

3

2

41

6

10

Totals

Neutral

Comparing the plus versus the minus factors, an eighty-seven
percent plus factor is produced.

Comparing the plus versus the minus

and neutral factors, a seventy-two percent plus factor is produced.
The conclusion is that this guideline program is acceptable to this
researcher under the established criteria.
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TABLE 7
GUIDELINE PROGRAM 40
NORTH TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY
Factors
Plus

Minus

Professor A

4

4

1

Professor B

6

2

1

Professor C

2

6

1

Professor D

6

1

2

Professor E

7

1

2

Professor F

5

3

2

30

17

10

Totals

Neutral

Comparing the plus versus the minus factors, a sixty-four
percent plus factor is produced.

Comparing the plus versus the minus

and neutral factors, a fifty-three percent plus factor is produced.
The conclusion is that this guideline program is acceptable to this
researcher under the established criteria.
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TABLE 8
GUIDELINE PROGRAM 50
AUBURN UNIVERSITY
Factors
Plus

Minus

Professor A

4

4

1

Professor

B

4

4

1

Professor C

4

4

1

Professor D

3

4

1

Professor E

6

2

2

Professor F

7

1

2

28

19

10

Totals

Neutral

Comparing the plus versus the minus factors, a sixty-percent
plus factor is produced.

Comparing the plus versus the minus and

neutral factors, a forty-nine percent plus factor is produced.

The

conclusion is that this guideline program is marginally acceptable
to this researcher llllder the established criteria.
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TABLE 9
GUIDELINE PROGRAM 60
EAST TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY
Factors
Plus

Minus

Professor A

5

3

1

Professor B

1

7

1

Professor C

3

5

2

Professor D

2

4

2

Professor E

7

1

2

Professor F

6

2

2

24

22

10

Totals

Neutral

Comparing the plus versus the minus factors, a fifty-two
percent plus factor is produced.

Comparing the plus versus the minus

and neutral factors, a forty-three percent plus factor is produced.
The conclusion is that this guideline program is marginally acceptable
to this researcher under the established criteria.
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Significant Ranking
The data on the preceding pages provide information regarding an expected ranking of the guideline program.

Table 10 gives the

expected ranking of the guideline programs based on all data provided
to this point.

Ranking is 1, high; to 6, low.
TABLE 10
EXPECTED RANKING

Guideline Program

Expected Ranking

10

2

20

6

30

1

40

3

50

4

60

5

Comparing the expected rankings with the rankings by the six
individual respondents using Spearman's coefficient of ranking correlation (9:217), produced the significance levels given in Table 11.
The computations are found in Appendix E.
Respondent rankings not significant in relation to the expected ranking are those of Professor C and Professor F.

All others

significantly agree with the expected ranking at the .05 level of
significance (9:414).
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TABLE 11
SIGNIFICANCE OF PROFESSORS' RANKINGS
Respondent

Significant Level

Professor A

p

=

.943

Professor B

p

=

.829

Professor C

p

=

.486

Professor D

p

=

. 827

Professor E

p

=

.886

Professor F

p

=

.257

Significance for grouped rankings also was computed using
Kendall's coefficient of concordance (9:225), as given in Table 12.
TABLE 12
GROUPED RANKINGS
Guideline Programs

Respondent
10

20

30

40

50

60

Professor A

2

6

1

3

5

4

21

Professor B

3

6

1

4

2

5

21

Professor C

2

3

1

6

4

5

21

Professor D

4

6

1

2

3

5

21

Professor E

1

6

2

3

5

4

21

Professor F

1

2

3

5

4

6

21

13

29

9

23

23

29

126

Totals

Total
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In testing the significance for this grouped data, use is
made of a statistic S which is descriptive of the disarray in a set
of ranks.

In this case S equals 344, the sum of squares of deviations

about the mean.

Reading the critical values at both the .05 and .01

level, one finds that the total respondent rankings are significant
(13:300).
The statistical data shows that most of the respondents agreed
that the guideline programs are acceptable in a certain rank order.
Even though the individual respondent's choices vary, a statistical
trend may be seen.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
This researcher constructed from the data in Chapter Four,
a guideline program for an Educational Technology Generalist.

Using

information and evaluation from the six developed guideline programs,
this researcher briefly related course information into an educational
plan for a generalist.

The most influential institutions in final

Educational Technology Generalist course development in order were:
Ohio State University, Central Washington State College, and North
Texas State University.

The intent of this final program was the iden-

tification of study areas that a graduate student could survey as he
plans his future educational outline as a potential generalist.
The generalist when accepted into a graduate program should
take Educational Research Process in conjunction with a formalized
research project or thesis.

He should have at least one course or

some experiences in the following areas:

Fundamentals of Supervision;

School or Organizational Administration; Fundamentals of Curriculum;
Leadership, Human Motivation, and Educational Theories; Comparative
Education; Fundamentals of Instruction; and Instructional Media,
Theory and Practice.

The generalist also has the freedom to select

a course of action that will incorporate many different academic
areas.
are:

Some selections he can consider for additional study areas
Political Education, Educational Foundations and Philosophy,

Educational Statistics, and Improvement of Instruction.

With these
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broad academic areas identified, the potential generalist now has some
guides to follow as he builds his graduate educational program.
Conclusions
The guideline program for an Educational Technology Generalist
has few restrictions other than the graduate candidates initiative and
the academic course offerings of the institution of higher education.
If the graduate candidate, either Air Force or civilian, follows the
guidelines provided, he can get different learning experiences in a
minimum amount of time, and subject himself to a high concentration
of education that should benefit him in his career and remainder of
his life.
There is a definite place for an Educational Technology Generalist in today's educational society and especially for those Air
Force personnel trying to further their education.

The generalist

program should not be formalized and established, but rather a flexible one to meet personal and individual interests.

Air Force per-

sonnel and others in this program should receive a Master's Degree in
Education, with the understanding that one year to complete this program is not sufficient for one to receive all the educational experiences one may desire.

The generalist should use this master's pro-

gram as a foundation for future educational goals.

As part of these

future goals, the generalist could gain experiences outside the actual
academic university atmosphere.

These experiences will largely depend

on the type of employment the generalist can find.

In the case of Air
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Force personnel, this is accomplished when new positions of responsibility are assigned.

This researcher believes,that a civilian

generalist master's graduate will have some problems finding suitable
employment.

Thus, the graduate must sell himself as well as his· po-

tential to work in different positions as an instructor, coordinator,
or administrator.
Finally, this study with its literature, guideline programs,
comparisons and validations, although time consuming, did not go into
great depth to carry the potential generalist programs beyond the
theoretical academic stage.

The basis for the success or failure of

this study will be when and if someone, Air Force or civilian, can
take this research paper, to help him chart his future educational
needs.
Recommendations
This writer's study has barely probed the existence of possible research on Educational Technology in regards to a generalist.
To make future studies more meaningful, a number of elements or recommendations should be considered.

First, a study should ascertain

what "generalist" means to different educators.

A cross section of

different educational philosophies from educational administrators,
supervisors, coordinators, and teachers should be studied and compared.
Where possible generalists from many different fields should be identified and interviewed so their knowledge can help the education of
all future generalists.
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Second, guideline programs from the six institutions should
be validated by the actual college or university.

The individual

institutions' Education Departments should be consulted and a mutual
consensus on how or if the generalist program is feasible at their
institution.

This action would conclude by building an established

acceptable generalist program.
Third, more colleges and universities, other than the six
guideline programs this researcher built, should be included in the
development of Educational Technology Generalist programs.

This

would mean better availability of educational opportunity to potential
generalist graduate students in many geographical areas.
Fourth, the six guideline programs this researcher developed
should be expanded into two year educational programs.

With this

additional year the master's Educational Technology Generalist candidate can work on specific areas of choice or continue to take courses
in different areas.
Fifth, an Educational Technology Generalist academic course
should be established when and where staff and financial resources
make it possible.

This course would touch the content of a great

number of academic areas, thus giving the potential generalist some
idea of the type of studies that he may accomplish.
Sixth, brief abstracts of all the generalist programs developed should be published and distributed, so graduate students, Air
Force and civilian, can identify and send for those programs that
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interest them the most.

This will give future Air Force and civilian

graduate students a wide selection of potential colleges and universities in which to complete their Master's in Education.
Lastly, all Air Force personnel who have completed generalist
type education programs should be identified and interviewed.

Their

college education should be reviewed for course and academic content.
Their Air Force career should be followed, commencing when they received their Master's in Education until their present assignment.
With this information, Air Force personnel will be able to select an
education program that will benefit them many ways in their total
Air Force career.
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GUIDE TO TAPED INTERVIEWS WITH COLLEGE FACULTY
I.
II.

III.

(Original)

Thesis Title: The Program Development for An Air Force
Educational Technologist.
Education technology: a term used to describe the education process
that builds the capabilities of the total instructor.
A. The educator and instructor with studies in education to
provide a better all around foundation as a teacher.
B. A concept where a future instructor can take a series of
courses in different academic areas without a specialization until a basic knowledge of each area is attained.
C. A combination of three functional areas: administration
and supervision development, curriculum development, instructional techniques and practices, constitutes the
requirements of the instructor.
D. The study includes the fields of administration, supervision, curriculum, instructional media and measurements,
and evaluation.
The following questions will be asked to professors interviewed at
Central Washington State College.
A. What is your experience and background as a professor
and singularly in the functional area of

------

B.

What do you feel are the five more important learning
objectives one can achieve by studying in the functional
area of _____________ Why?

C.

What objectives or portion of
study should be emphasized?

D.

What minimum academic study requirements in the above
identified area do you feel would make an impression
in the total graduate education program of an educational technologist? What education course offered
here at Central Washington State College would you
identify that would help meet these academic study
requirements?

E.

Do you think it would be feasible or practical to
establish a permanent graduate education program at
Central Washington State College for the training of
an Air Force Educational Technologist?

F.

Do you feel it is important to have a balanced program
in education technology and give the graduate student
a broad knowledge in all the functional areas or leave
the program open-ended to provide for individual desires?

G.

Since the functional areas cover such a wide range of
learning experiences which will lead to a proposed
master's degree in education, what can a graduate in

------------
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an education technology program be qualified to teach?
H.

Do you feel that a college or university would be interested
in the services of the educational technologist either as
an administrator or instructor?

I.

For future reference sources, other than yourself, who do
you consider the three top resources in your area of specialization? State? Nation?
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GUIDE TO TAPED INTERVIEWS WITH COLLEGE FACULTY
I.

Thesis Title: The Program Guidelines For
Technology Generalist.

(Revised)
An

Air Force Educational

II.

Definition of Terms
A. Generalist: one who devotes himself to, is conversant with, or
can handle several different skills, fields, or aptitudes.
B. Educational Technology Generalist: a term used to describe a
person who uses educational development to compile his total
capabilities in different academic areas as an instructor and
administrator.
C. Functional Area: a term used to describe one of the three academic areas, administration and supervision development, curriculum development, or instructional techniques and practices.

III.

The following questions will be asked of professors interviewed at
Central Washington State College.
A. General Knowledge Questions
1. What is your experience as a professor?

B.

2.

What are the five or more, important performance and/or
learning objectives one can achieve by studying in the
functional area of
(name of functional area)

3.

What objectives of
(name of functional are~)
study
should be emphasized to give learning by the student more
meaning?

4.

What persons, other than yourself, do you consider the
top regional or national resources in your area of
specialization?

Specific questions dealing with the Educational Technology
Generalist
1. How much of an academic background or acquired performance skills should a graduate student in an Educational
Technology Generalist Program have?
2.

What employment in education could an Educational Technology Generalist acquire?

3.

Do you think it would be feasible or practical in the next
two years, to establish a permanent undergraduate or graduate education program at Central Washington State College
for the training of an Air Force Educational Technology
Generalist.
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Central Washington State College
Educational Courses
A.

Functional Area:
Educ. 558 (3)

Administration of the Pupil Personnel Program

Educ. 573 (3)

School and Community

Educ. 576 (3)

Personnel Relations in Schools

Educ. 583 (1-15)

School Supervision

Educ. 587 (5)

Educational Administration

Educ. 588 (3)

The Politics of Education:

Educ. 589 (3)

School Plant Planning

Educ. 590 (5)

Public School Finance

Functional Area:

(3)

Curriculum Development

Philosophy of Education

Educ. 468 (2)

History of Education
(3)

Group Processes and Leadership

Educ. 492 (3)

Contemporary Movements

Educ. 508 (3)

Comparative Education

Educ. 555 (552)

Federal, State and Local

Community College Instructional Problems

Educ. 467 (3)

Educ. 487 (488)

C.

Field Project in School Administration

Educ. 585 (5)

Educ. 595 (595.2)
B.

Administration and Supervision

(3)

Program of Curriculum Improvement

Educ. 562 (3)

Evaluation of the School Program

Educ. 570 (3)

Educational Foundations

Educ. 574 (3)

Adult Education

Functional Area:

Instructional Practices

Educ. 417 (3)

Radio and Television in the Classroom

Educ. 431 (3)

Intercultural Education

Central Washington State College--cont.
Educ. 435 (3)

Safety Education

Educ. 437 (3)

Aviation Education

Educ. 447 (3)

Classroom Teaching Problems

Educ. 449 (3)

Audiovisual Electronics

Educ. 450 (4)

Instructional Media:

Educ. 459 (3)

Teacher--Counseling

Educ. 460 (2)

Parent-Teacher Conference

Educ. 462 (2)

Construction and Use of Classroom Tests

Educ. 469 (4)

Advanced Educational Statistics

Educ. 516 (3)

Instructional Media:

Educ. 550 (4)

Production of Photographic Instructional Materials

Educ. 559.1 (559.2)
Educ. 578 (3)
D.
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(2)

Production

Advanced Theory and Practice

Practicum in Counseling

Instructional Media:

Administration

Research and Individual Project Reports
Educ. 438 (2)
Educ. 440 ( 441)
Educ. 507 (3)

Individualizing Instruction
(1-6)

Workshop

Introduction to Graduate Study

Educ. 596 (1-6)

Individual Study

Educ. 598 (1-6)

Special Topics

Educ. 599 (1-5)

Seminar

Educ. 600 (1-6)

Thesis
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Washington State University
Educational Courses
A.

Functional Area:
Educ. 492 (2)

Administration and Supervision

Supervision of Public School Arts and Crafts

Educ. 516 (2 or 3)
Educ. 570 (3)

Supervision

Junior College Education

Educ. 580 (581, 582)

School Administration

Educ. 583 (2 or 3)

Public Relations in Education

Educ. 584 (2 or 3)

Personnel Relationships

Educ. 585 (3)

School Finance

Educ. 586 (2 or 3)
Educ. 587 (3-6)
Educ. 590 (3)

B.

(2 or 3)

School Plant Planning

Seminar in School Administration
Internship

Functional Area:

Curriculum Development

Educ. 501 (3)

Philosophy of Education

Educ. 502 (3)

Advanced Educational Psychology

Educ. 504 (3)

Comparative Education

Educ. 507 (3)

Foundations of Education

Educ. 510 (3)

Improvement of Instruction

Educ. 515 (5ll, 512, 513)

(2 or 3)

Curriculum Development

Seminar in Curriculum and Instruction

Educ. 520 (3-6)

Educ. 560 (2 or 3)

Student Personnel Services in Higher Education

Educ. 571 (3)

Lower Division and Junior College Instructional Problems

Educ. 573 (3)

Recent Developments in Higher Education

Sociology 571 (3)

Small Group Theory and Research
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Washington State University--cont.
C.

Functional Area:

Instructional Techniques and Practices

Educ. 445 (2 or 3)

Audio-Visual Aids in Education

Educ. 446 (2 or 3)

Audio-Visual Aids in Education

Educ. 447 (2 or 3)

Preparation and Production of Audio-Visual Aids

Educ. 458 (459) (2 or 3)
Educ. 461 (2)

Theory of Occupational Choice

Educ. 463 (2 or 3)
Educ. 465 (3)

Introduction to Counseling

Educational Statistics

Educ. 466 (2 or 3)

D.

Introduction to Guidance

Educational Measurement

Educ. 861 (3)

Group Counseling

Educ. 562 (2)

Practicum in School Counseling

Educ. 563 (2 or 3)

Seminar in Counseling and Student Personnel

Educ. 564 (2 or 3)

Organization and Administration of Guidance
Services

Educ. 565 (3)

Advanced Statistics in Psychology and Education

Educ. 566 (3)

Evaluation Techniques

Educ. 567 (3)

Test Construction

Research or individual P~ojects
Educ. 568 (3)
Educ. 599 (1-4)

Methods of Research and Thesis Writing
Special Problems

Educ. 600 (variable credit)

Research and Thesis
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Ohio State University
Educational Courses
A.

Functional Area:
Educ. 936 (3)

Curriculum

Educ. 940 (3)

Administration of Higher Education I

Educ. 942 (3)

Administration of Higher Education II

Educ. 943 (3)

Interaction of the Student and the College En vi ronmen t

Educ. 946 (3)

Structure and Organization of American Educational
Systems

Educ. 947 (3)

Theory in Organization and Administration of School
Systems

Educ. 952 (3)

Legal Aspects of School Administration

Educ. 953 (3)

School Community Relations

Educ. 955 (3)

Staff Personnel Administration

Educ. 956 (3)

School Finance

Educ. 958 (3)

School Plant Planning

and Instruction in the Community College

Educ. 861 (G3)

Fundamentals of Supervision

Educ. 862 (G3)

The Role of the School in the Social Order

Educ. 866 (G3)

Supervision Theory

Educ. 867 (G2-5)

B.

Administration and Supervision

Educational Experimentation

Educ. 873 (G3)

Problems of Secondary School Supervision and
Curriculum Development

Educ. 876 (G3)

Organization and Administration of Guidance Services

Functional Area:

Curriculum Development

Educ. 624 (UG 3)

Social Education

Educ. 636 (UG 3)

Historical Conditions of American Education

Educ. 637 (UG 3)

Philosophy of Education

Educ. 722 (UG 3)

The School in American Culture
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Ohio State University--cont.
Educ. 723 (UG 3)

Comparative Education

Educ. 724 (UG 3)

Historical and Cultural Factors in the Evolution
of Educational Systems

Educ. 725 (UG 3)

Education and National Development

Educ. 860 (G3)

Fundamentals of Curriculum

Educ. 865 (G3)

Curriculum Theory

Educ. 868 (G3)

Laboratory in Curriculum Development in Secondary
Schools

Educ. 870-1-2 (G 4)

C.

Practicum in Curriculum and Supervision

Educ. 875 (G3)

Group Processes

Educ. 911 (G3)

Conceptions of Mind in Educational Theory

Educ. 912 (G3)

The Thinking Process in Its Educational Bearings

Educ. 913 (G3)

Modern Trends in Educational Philosophy

Educ. 915 (G3)

Social Philosophies and Their Educational Bearings

Educ. 917 (G3)

Comparative Philosophy of Education

Educ. 929 (3)

The History of Educational Thought:

Modern

Educ. 941 (5)

Theories and Curricula of Higher Education

Educ. 944 (5)

Curriculum in Teacher Education

Functional Area:

Instructional Practices

Educ. 675 (UG 4)

Audio-Visual Materials of Instruction

Educ. 676 (UG 3)

Fundamentals of Instructional Materials and Media

Educ. 677 (UG 3)

Radio and Television in Education

Educ. 678 (UG 4)

Design of Instructional Materials Systems Components

Educ. 679 (UG 3)

Development and Management of Instructional Systems

Educ. 785 (UG 5)

Introduction to Inquiry, Principles, Strategies and
Techniques

Educ. 787 (UG 3)

Classroom Test Construction
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Ohio State University--cont.
Educ. 788 (UG 4)

Systems Concepts in Education

Educ. 800 (G4)

Principles of Business Education

Educ. 864 (G3)

Flll1damentals of Instruction

Educ. 874 (G3)

Introduction to Guidances Services

Educ. 877-8 (G3)
Educ. 879 (GS)

Guidance Appraisal Techniques
Educational and Vocational Guidance

Educ. 889 (G3-5)

D.

Practicum in Educational Communication

Educ. 937 (3)

Direct Experiences in Teacher Education

Educ. 938 (3)

Instruction in Higher Education

Educ. 964 (4)

Experimental Design in Education

Educ. 965 (3)

Evaluation Flll1ctions and Methodology in Education

Educ. 967 (3)

Research Management

Educ. 973 (3)

Introduction to CoW1seling

Educ. 978 (3)

Supervised Field Experience in Colll1seling

Research and Individual Projects Reports
Educ. 693 (UG 1-4)
Educ. 925 (2-5)

Individual Studies in Education

Seminars in Education
Practicum in Educational Research

Educ. 966 (3)

Research Process:

Educ. 968 (3)

Problems in the Development of Research Projects

Educ. 994 (3 or 5)

Group Studies in Education

Educ. 999 (G Arr.)

Research in Education
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North Texas State University
Educational Courses
A.

Functional Area:

Administration and Supervision

Educ. 539

The Administration of School and Community Relations

Educ. 548

Student Teaching Supervision

Educ. 551-552

Advanced School Administration

Educ. 553

Process in Educational Leadership

Educ. 554

Principles and Techniques of Supervision

Educ. 651

Public School Law

Educ. 653 The School Plant

B.

Educ. 654

Education and PuThlic Relations

Educ. 655

Business Administration of the Public Schools

Educ. 671

General Administration in Higher Education

Educ. 672

Academic Administration in Higher Education

Educ. 652

Personnel Administration in the Public School

Functional Area:

Curriculum Development

Educ. 465

The Philosophy of Teaching

Educ. 509

Comparative Education

Educ. 510

Concepts and Systems of Philosophy

Educ. 515

Historical Foundations of Education in the United States

Educ. 560

Human Learning and Motivation

Educ. 578

The American Student in Higher Education

Educ. 602

Social and Aesthetic Foundation of Education

Educ. 604

Planning the Community College

Educ. 606

Current Practices and Problems in Teacher Education

Educ. 615

Philosophy of Education
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North Texas State University--cont.

C.

D.

Educ. 670

The Role of Higher Education in a Democracy

Educ. 501

Human Development

Functional Area:

Instructional Techniques and Practices

Educ. 344

Utilization of Audio-Visual Materials

Educ. 468

Educational Testing and Evaluation

Educ. 521

Educational Statistics

Educ. 524

Technological Media in Education

Educ. 546

Improvement of Secondary Teaching

Educ. 555

Data Processing Applications for School Administrators

Educ. 567

An Analysis of Teaching

Educ. 568

Methods and Techniques of Counseling

Educ. 569

Practicum in Counseling

Educ. 573

Individual Appraisal in Guidance

Educ. 574

Group Techniques in Guidance and Counseling

Educ. 601

Statistics for Educational Research

Educ. 605

The Improvement of College Teaching

Educ. 621

Advanced Quantitative Methods in Educational Research

Educ. 622

Advanced Educational Measurement and Evaluation

Educ. 624

Educational Data Processing

Research or Individual Projects
Educ. 571 (3)

Admission Seminar

Educ. 572 (3)

Evaluation Seminar

Educ. 590-591 (1-3)

Special Problems

Educ. 595 (6)

Thesis

Educ. 600 (3)

Methods of Educational Research
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North Texas State University--cont.
Educ. 623 (3)

Advanced Research Design

Educ. 625 (3)

Research Management

Educ. 626 (3)

Seminar in Research Design and Analysis
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Auburn University
Educational Courses
A.

B.

Functional Area:

Administration and Supervision

PG

675 (5)

Objective Techniques of Assessment

AED

618 (5)

Organization and Administration of Higher Education

AED

645 (5)

Current Problems and Issues in Educational Administration

AED

646 (1-3)

AED

670 (5)

Fundamentals of Supervision

AED

681 (5)

Organization and Administration of Public Education

AED

683 (5)

The Leadership Role in Educational Administration

AED

685 (5)

Administrative Organization and Behavior

AED

686 (5)

Administration and Policy Formation

AED

688 (5)

School Finance and Business Administration

AED

691 (5)

Educational Plant Planning

AED

693 (5)

Personnel Administration

AED

694 (5)

Studies for Comprehensive Educational Planning

IED

482 (5)

Organization and Administration of Media Centers

IED

612 (5)

Problems in the Administration of Media Services

IED

663 (5)

The American College and University

IED

665 (5)

The Community College

Studies in Education

Functional Area:

Curriculum Development

FED

600 (5)

Education in Modern Society

FED

601 (5)

Social Foundations of Education

FED

602 (5)

Social Change and Educational Development

FED

634 (5)

History of Education

FED

636 (5)

Philosophy of Education in America
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Auburn University--cont.

C.

FED

637 (5)

Development and Status of Educational Philosophy

FED

639 (5)

Comparative Education

FED

645 (5)

Current Problems and Issues in the Foundations of
Education

FED

647 (5)

Foundations in Curriculum and Teaching

FED

650 (5)

Seminar in Foundation of Education

AED

692 (5)

Constitutional, Statutory and Judicial Foundations
of Education

IED

648 (5)

Advanced Study of Curriculum and Teaching

IED

652 (5)

Curriculum Teaching in Areas of Specialization

IED

658 (5)

Seminar and Independent Study in Curriculum Teaching

IED

609 (5)

Modes of Mediated Instruction

Functional Area:

Instructional Practices

FED

672 (5)

Statistical Methods in Education

FED

673 (5)

Research and Experimental Design

FED

675 (5)

Advanced Statistical Methods in Education

CED

621 (5)

Principles of Guidance and Student Personnel Work

CED

627 (5)

Problems in Guidance

CED 628-629 (5)

Counseling Theory and Practice I

CED

630 (5)

Group Dynamics in Counseling

CED

631 (5)

Group Procedures in Counseling

CED

653 (5)

Counseling Programs in Higher Education

PG

611 (5)

Thewry of Measurement

PG

625-626 (I I) (5)

PG

670 (5)

Individual Testing

IED

484 (5)

Classification and Cataloging of Media

Experimental Design I
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Auburn University--cont.

D.

IED

485 (5)

Learning Resources

IED

486 (5)

Media For Young Adults

IED

489 (5)

Cybernetic Principles of Learning Systems

IED

608 (5)

Technology in Education

IED

610 (5)

Reference Materials and Services

IED

611 (5)

Principles of Media Services

IED

613 (5)

Media Services in the School and Community

IED

654 (2-5)

IED

645 (5)

(Hi)

IED

666 (5)

Undergraduate Instruction in Higher Education

Evaluation of Media Programs
Problems of Teaching the Marginally Prepared
College Stud~nt

Research and Individual Projects Reports
CED

656 (5)

Research and Evaluation in Counseling

CED

699

Thesis

IED

651 (5)

Research in Educational Media
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East Texas State University
Educational Courses
A.

B.

Functional Area:

Administration and Supervision

Educ. 514

(3)

Organization and Administration of Pupil Personnel
and Guidance Services

Educ. 553

(3)

The Organization and Administration of Students'
Activity Programs

Educ. 560

(3)

State and Federal Educational Administration

SHEd. 614

(3)

Supervision in the Secondary Schools

Educ. 615

(3)

Public School Organization and Administration

SHEd. 622

(3-6)

Educ. 625

(3)

Organization and Administration of Higher Education

Educ. 626

(3)

Public School Law

Educ. 627

(3)

Public School Finance

Educ. 631

(3)

Problems in Educational Administration

SHEd. 639

(3)

Seminar in Supervision of Instruction

Educ. 651

(3)

School Housing

Educ. 652

(3)

Public School Relations

Internship in College Teaching

Functional Area:

Curriculum Development

SHEd. 513

(3)

The Secondary School Curriculum

SHEd. 528

(3)

The Philosophy of Education

SHEd. 540-541

(3)

The American Junior College

SHEd. 620

(3)

The Development of Philosophical Systems

SHEd. 621

(3)

Teaching in College

SHEd. 626

(3)

Comparative Education

SHEd. 627

(3)

History of Education in the United States

SHEd. 632

(3)

Secondary Curriculum Problems and Trends
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East Texas State University--cont.

C.

SHEd. 651

(3)

Curriculum Development in Higher Education

SHEd. 652

(3)

General Education in Higher Education

Psyc. 534

(3)

Measurements and Evaluation of Pupil Progress

Guid. 501

(3)

The College Student

Functional Area:

Instructional Techniques and Practices

AVEd. 461

(3)

Audio-Visual Aids to Instruction

5HEd. 521

(3)

Improving Teaching in the Secondary School

AVEd. 529

(3)

Production of Motion Pictures

AVEd. 561

(3)

Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching

AVEd. 662

(3)

Preparation of Audio-Visual Materials

AVEd. 565

(3)

Programmed Instruction

AVEd. 578

(3)

Utilization of Audio-Visual Materials

AVEd. 579

(3)

Administration of the Audio-Visual Program

AVEd. 581

(3)

Television in Education

AVEd. 663

(3-6)

AVEd. 664

(3)

Practicum in Audio-Visual Education

AVEd. 666

(3)

Automated Systems for Organizing, Recording, and
Disseminating Information on Audio-Visual Media

AVEd. 667

(3)

Production of Educational Materials

AVEd. 668

(3)

Design and Management of Instructional Television
Systems

Guid. 510

(3)

Introduction to Counseling

Guid. 511

(3)

Introduction to Student Personnel and Guidance
Service

Guid. 519

(3)

Individual Testing--Wechsler

Guid. 521

(3)

Individual Testing--Binet

Guid. 528

(3)

Group Procedures in Counseling and Guidance

Research in Audio-Visual Education
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East Texas State University--cont.
Guid. 613
D.

(3)

Measurement in Guidance

Research or Individual Projects
Educ. 518

(6)

Thesis

AVEd. 595

(3)

Research Literature and Techniques

AVEd. 688

(3)

Individual Problems

APPENDIX C
GUIDELINE PROGRAMS 10 THROUGH 60
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The required courses at Central Washington State College
(Guideline Program 10) that an Educational Technology Generalist is
to take, commences with category one courses.
courses are as follows:

The general requirement

Education 507 and Education 596 or 600 for a

total of nine credits.
Education 507. Techniques of Educational Research Bibliography.
3 credits. Learn methods of research; basic and applied; the descriptive survey, experimental, historical and case study approaches,
functions of each. Learn to read (analytically and critically) published and unpublished research; specifically, to become a competent
"consumer" of research, not as "producer" in this single, 3 credit
one-quarter course.
Student planning of personal graduate study program; to develop
at least a tentative paradigm of course work and some research activity, whether as thesis or none-thesis M.Ed. aspirant. For thesisoption students, to develop a thesis prospectus featuring the usual
elements.
Amplifying the above objectives, we'll say the goals of the course
focus upon targets such as scientific inquiry and thinking; on selection of problem areas in educational operations, formulating and
stating explicitly the problem of interest and moment to the student;
defining and delimiting it; on reading and thinking about high-quality
research, and in applying the useful findings.
Education 596. Individual Study: Special Research Project. 1-6
credits (for those students not doing a thesis).
Education 600.

Thesis.

1-6 credits.

In category one the courses in the first functional area of administration and supervision are:

Education 585 and Education 587.

Education 585. School Supervision. 5 credits. This course will
provide an opportunity to investigate some of the major problems
confronting the supervisor with special attention given to providing
the initial background in supervision for the beginning supervisor.
The puJI"I)ose of this course is, therefore, to provide the opportunity
for the following experiences: Develop skill in the identification
of the supervisory role. Develop skill in the identification of
appropriate supervisory functions. Develop skill in the identification of appropriate supervisory responsibilities. Provide for extensive reading in the field of supervision. Introduce a theoretical
construct in the field of supervision for the making of professional
decisions. Increase personal and professional skills in related fields
particularly the areas of written and oral communication. Develop an
awareness of the multiplicity of forces related to supervision. Grow
in the wisdom and visions.
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Education 587. Educational Administration. 5 credits. This
is a course in the general administration of the public schools.
It is intended to provide opportunity for the student to study
the organization of public education, and the principles, problems
and practices connected with the administration of the instructional program, teacher personnel, special services, school-community
relations, business and finance and the school plant.
In category one the courses in the second function area of
curriculum development are:

Education 487, Education 508, and Educa-

tion 555.
Education 487. Group Process and Leadership. 3 credits. The
role of group processes in improving human relations in group
situations. Group leadership in interpersonal relations, climate
making, role playing and group discussions.
Education 508. Comparative Education. 3 credits. Studying
the educational system of various major countries, with special
attention to the relationship, on the one hand, between such
factors as geography, history, government, and social and cultural
facts, and on the other hand, the schools and institutions of
higher learning. Drawing comparisons, insofar as they take due
account of differences from country to country, between educational
philosophies and practices in the countries being considered and
in the United States. Gaining insights into methods of research
in comparative education so that members of the class secure added
skill in investigating systems and problems of education other than
those specifically covered in the lectures for this course. Adding to the knowledge needed by class members in order to better
understand American education and to build their own philosophy
of education.
Education 555. Program of Curriculum Improvement. 3 credits.
Deals with practical problems of planning, developing, administering and evaluating curriculum improvement programs in the classroom
settings and in school districts throughout the nation. General
objectives will be: To study current trends, problems and practices
of curriculum development in classrooms, in individual schools, and
in various school districts. To develop principles and procedures
in teaching and administering curriculum improvements with special
attention to classification of educational objectives. To explore
the frontiers of curriculum planning with emphasis upon recent experimental programs, in-service programs of certain school districts,
significant research and publications, experiences of instructor and
class members, reports of conferences, commission and professional
associations. To assist class members with curriculum planning for
their own classrooms, schools and school districts.
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In category one the courses in the third functional area of
instructional techniques and practices are:

Education 450 and Educa-

tion 516.
Education 450. Instructional Media: Production. 4 credits.
Techniques of local production of instructional materials.
Practical individualized projects are emphasized.
Education 516. Instructional Media: Advanced Theory and
Practice. 3 credits. Explores recent research, experimental
programs and new developments in the utilization of media.
The following courses from all three functional areas are
classified under category two.

The Educational Technology Generalist

candidate is to select one education course from each of the functional
areas of the courses listed.
Functional area one includes Education 573, Education 576, and
Education 588.
Education 573. School and Community. 3 credits. For classroom teachers, principals, administrators, and lay leaders.
Developing and maintaining effective public relations between
school and community.
Education 576. Personnel Relations in Schools. 3 credits.
For school administrators. More than one-fifth of all professional
workers in the United States are public school teachers. The quality
of the teaching staff and the efficiency with which it performs
determines the effectiveness of the public schools. This course is
intended to prepare beginning school administrators to develop and
maintain a sound program of personnel policies and practices.
Education 588. Politics of Education: Federal, State and
Local. 3 credits. This course will provide an opportunity to
examine some of the major problems confronting educators in managing the massive public school programs in the United States. Special
attention will be given to the legal, social, and economic aspects
of public education as it competes for available national resources
in the political sphere. Recognized leaders and resource people
will be utilized from time to time in this course.
Functional area two includes:
and Education 570.

Education 467, Education 562,
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Education 467. Philosophy of Education. 3 credits. Various
philosophic positions which lead to an understanding of the
educational enterprise.
Education 562. Evaluation of the School Program. 3 credits.
The purpose of this course is to prepare public school personnel
for the task of measuring the effectiveness of the school operations in order that best possible use can be made of limited time,
limited teaching staff, limited building facilities, and limited
funds.
Education 570. Education Foundations. 3 credits. This course
is primarily concerned with the " .... thinking and the data relevant in the making of decisions concerning public policy for education, i.e., to decisions respecting how we as people can, do and
ought to utilize our educational resources, human and material."
(Merle Barrowman)
Functional area three includes:

Education 417, Educat&on 469,

and Education 578.
Education 417. Radio and Television in the Classroom. 4 credits.
The utilization of broadcast programs, closed circut television,
and video tape recordings.
Education 469. Advanced Education Statistics. 4 credits.
Applications of significance and correlation techniques to
research problems and the design of experience.
Education 578. Instructional Media: Administration. 3 credits.
The student studies basic features and requirements of a particular
school or school system, and urider guidance, suggests an adequate
instructional aids program for the situation. Techniques of surveying, planning, providing equipment and materials, and directing an
instructional aid program are studied.
The required courses at Washington State University (Guideline
Program 20) that an Educational Technology Generalist is to take commences with category one courses.

The education courses are as follows:

Education 568 and Education 599 or 600 for approximate total of nine
credits.
Education 568. Methods of Research and Thesis Writing. 3
credits. Research methods and design: collection, analysis,
and interpretation of data.
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Education 599. Special Problems.
students not doing a thesis.
Education 600.

1-4 credits.

Research and Thesis.

For those

Variable credits.

In category one the courses in the first functional area administration and supervision are:

Education 516 and Education 580.

Education 516. Supervision. 2 or 3 credits. Theory and
practice of the supervision of instruction in elementary and
secondary schools.
Education 580. School Administration. 2 or 3 credits. For
superintendents or prospective superintendents. Principles and
practices.
In category one the courses in the second functional area,
curriculum development are:

Education 504, Education 515 and Sociology

571.
Education 504. Comparative Education. 3 credits. Comparison
of ways contemporary societies meet their educational problems;
England, USSR, and Western Europe.
Educrntion 515. Curriculum Development. 2 or 3 credits.
Techniques of organizing staff efforts to improve school programs
at both the elementary and secondary levels.
Sociology 571. Small Group Theory and Research. 3 credits.
Theory and methods of small group research: types of groups,
formation and development of communication networks; socialization in group situations.
In category one the courses in the third functional area of
instructional techniques and practices are:

Education ~47 and Educa-

tion 465.
Education 447. Preparation and Production of Audio-Visual Aids.
2 or 3 credits. Planning and preparing lantern slides, charts,
graphs, diagrams, specimens, models, classroom recordings, and
camera use.
Education 465. Educational Statistics. 3 credits. Descriptive statistics, including measures of central tendency, variability,
and techniques of correlation.
The following courses from all three function areas are classifield under category two.

The Educational Technology Generalist
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candidate

is to select one education course from each of the functional

areas of the cou~ses listed,
Functional area one includes Education 570, Education 583, and
Education 586.
Education 570. Junior College Education. 3 credits. For
teachers and administrators. Development and function of the
junior community college.
Education 583. Public Relations in Education. 2 or 3 credits.
Methods of obtaining understanding of purposes and problems of
public education.
Education 586. School Plant Planning. 2 or 3 credits. To
meet the needs of superintendents and principals interested in
school building programs.
Functional area two includes Education 501, Education 502,
and Education 507.
Education 501. Philosopy of Education.
ment of American educational philosophy.

3 credits.

Develop-

Education 502. Advanced Educational Psychology. 3 credits.
The interpretation of fundamental psychological facts, theories,
and principles applying to education.
Education 507. Foundations of Education. 3 credits. Educational adaptations to the economic and social trends and forces.
Functional area three includes Education 466, Education 566,
and Education 567.
Education 466. Educational Measurements. 2 or 3 credits.
Theory and use of standarized educational measurement devices;
intelligence, aptitude, and achievement tests.
Education 666. Evaluation Techniques. 3 credits. Theory of
scaling; development of techniques for appraising attitudes, interests, and appreciation.
Education 567. Test Construction. 3 credits. Test items
construction; item analysis; development of norms.
The required courses at Ohio State University (Guideline Program 30) that an Educational Technology Generalist is to take commences
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with category one courses.
as follows:

The general required education courses are

Education 966, Education 925 or Education 999 mor approxi-

mate total of nine credits.
Education 966. Research Process: Practicum in Educational
Research. Graduate course. 3 credits. The utilization of
research strategies in the pursuit of educational problems, with
emphasis upon the development, conduct and completion of individual projects.
Education 925. Seminars in Education. Graduate course.
credits., For non-thesis graduate candidates.
Education 999.
Credits arranged.
only.

2-5

Research in Education. Graduate course.
Research for thesis or dissertation purposes

In category one the courses in the first functional area,
administration and supervision are:

Education 861 and Education 947.

Education 861. Fundamentals of Supervision. Graduate course,
3 credits. A beginning course in supervision of instruction
emphasizing general principles and practices in elementary and
secondary schools.
Education 947. Theory in Organization and Administration of
School Systems. Graduate course. 3 credits. Consideration of
formal and informal organization and other relevant theories or
organizational structure and interpersonal behavior.
In category one the courses in the second functional area of
curriculum development are:

Education 723, Education 860, and Educa-

tion 911.
Education 723. Comparative Education. Undergraduate and
graduate course. 3 credits. Social and cultural factors influencing the differential development of educational institutions and organization.
Education 860. Fundamentals of Curriculum. Graduate course.
3 credits. A beginning course in curriculum designed to serve
as an overview of the field of curriculum and instruction:
kindergarten through twelfth grade.
Education 911. Conceptions of Mind in Educational Theory.
Graduate course. 3 credits. A study of the doctrines of the
mind that have exercised a determining influence upon educational theory and practice.
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In category one the courses in the third functional area of
instructional techniques and practices are:

Education 676, Education

864, and Education 889.
Education 676. Fundamentals of Instructional Materials and
Media. Undergraduate and graduate course. 3 credits. Criteria
and techniques for selection, distribution, utilization, evaluation and production of instructional materials; emphasis on the
systems of approach.
Education 864. Fundamentals of Instruction. Graduate course.
3 credits. Survey of instructional theory and related behavioral
science disciplines; emphasis is on application of principles of
instructional theory to classroom teacher.
Education 889. Practicum in Educational Communication. Graduate course. 3-5 credits. Observation, limited participation
and functional analysis of production, distribution and management
operations in selected media centers, and broadcast facilities or
film agencies.
The following courses from all three fllilctional areas are
classified Wlder category two.

The Educational Technology Generalist

candidate is to select one Education course from each of the fllilctional
areas of the courses listed.
FW1ctional area one includes:

Education 862, Education 866,

Education 873, Education 946, and Education 953.
Education 862. The Role of the School in the Social Order.
Graduate course. 3 credits. An orientation course for teachers
and administrators which deals with the basic purposes of secondary education in relation to major issues and current trends.
Education 866. Supervision Theory. Graduate course. 3 credits.
An advanced course in supervision of instruction: kindergarten
through twelfth grade.
Education 873. Problems of Secondary School Supervision and
Curriculum Development. Graduate course. 3 credits. An advanced
course in supervision and curriculum development emphasizing the
problem involved in initiating ahd conducting change in the secondary school curriculum.
Education 946. Structure and Organization of American Educational Systems. Graduate course. 3 credits. Local, state, and
national structures are analyzed and educational policy-making
and control processes are delineated.
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Education 953. School Community Relations. Graduate course.
3 credits. Pr~nciples and practice in developing and maintaining
appropriate school community relationships; professional and lay
roles; institutional relationships; opinion analysis; coillllR.l.Ilication process; decision making patterns.
Functional area two includes:

Education 637, Education 724,

Education 875, and Education 917.
Education 637. Philosophy of Education. Undergraduate or
graduate course. 3 credits. A study of various philosophies of
education and their influence on methods, choice of subject
matter, and the administration of the public school.
Education 724. Historical and Cultural Factors in the Evolution of Educational Systems. Undergraduate and graduate course.
3 credits. Social and historical factors affecting stability and
effectiveness of educational institutions and organization in
countries where programs of universal education are of recent origin.
Education 875. Group Processes. Graduate course.
Theories, issues, trends, and supervised practice.

3 credit.

Education 917. Comparative Philosophy of Education. Graduate
course. 3 credits. A study of alternative philosophies of education and the speculative development of their implications for
educational practice.
Functional area three includes:

Education 677, Education 678,

Education 788, and Education 938.
Education 677. Radio and Television in Education. Undergraduate and graduate course. 3 credits. The varied types of
educational broadcasting in relation to objectives, planning,
production, utilization and evaluation.
Education 678. Design of Instructional Materials Systems Components. Undergraduate and graduate course. 4 credits. Design,
development, and production of instructional materials components
for specific existing educational media sub-systems in educational
agencies.
Education 788. Systems Concepts in Education. Undergraduate
and graduate course. 4 credits. Introduction to general systems
theory and an overview of its utilization and application in the
field of education.
Education 938. Instruction in Higher Education. Graduate
course. 3 credits. A study of the teaching-learning environment
in college, including student culture, learning theory and classroom procedure, examination and evaluation.
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The required courses at North Texas State University (Guideline
Program 40) that an Educational Technology Generalist candidate is to
take commences with category one courses.
education courses are as follows:

The general requirement

Education 571, Education 572, Educa-

tion 590-591, and Education 595 for an approximate total of twelve
credits.
Education 571. Admission Seminar. 3 credits. Required upon
first residence registration in program leading to degree of
Master of Education. Demonst-ration on the part of candidates,
through oral and written examination and completion of certain
projects, of competency in their special field and related areas
in their degree program.
Education 572. Evaluation Seminar. 3 credits. Scheduled
during last residence registration in program leading to degree
of Master of Education. Demonstration on the part of candidates,
through oral and written examination and completion of certain
projects, of competency in their special field and related areas
in their degree program.
Education 590-591. Special Problems.
thesis graduate candidates.
Education 595.

Thesis.

1-3 credits.

For non~

6 credits.

In category one the courses in the first functional area,
administration and supervision are:

Education 551 and Education 553.

Education 551. Advanced School Administration. 3 credits.
Problems of the chief school administrator; educational statistics;
school surveys; educational research in a small system; educational
publicity.
Education 553. Processes in Educational Leadership. 3 credits.
analysis of those skills required of the supervisor in the modern school, group processes, organization for school improvement,
and in-service techniques. A practicum for observing and participating in these activities.
An

In category one the courses in the second functional area of
curriculum development are:
tion 606.

Education 509, Education 560, and Educa-
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Education 509. Comparative Education. 3 credits. An introduction to comparative method in education. An analysis of
European and derivative systems is emphasized, although some
attention is directed to Oriental systems.
Education 560. Human Learning and Motivation. 3 credits.
A study of the social, psychological, and biological dimensions
of learning and motivation (e.g., culture, self-concept, perception,
cognition, emotion, genotype, and maturation) as related to children
and youth.
Education 606. Current Practices and Problems in Teacher
Education. 3 credits. Planning the organization of curriculum
materials and experiences for the education of public school
teachers and evaluating standards for accreditation of teachereducation programs. Provisions made for a variety of laboratory
experiences in professional education.
In category one the courses in the third ftmctional area of
instructional techniques and practices are:

Education 524 and Educa-

tion 567.
Education 524. Technological Media in Education. 3 credits.
To provide the student with skills, information, and insight
concerning the selection, utilization, production, and management of newer instructional tools and materials which hold promise
for improving instruction.
Education 567. An Analysis of Teaching. 3 credits. The
development and analysis of fundamental concepts involved in the
event of teaching, with emphasis upon patterns of perception,
inquiry and thought processes of the teacher.
The following courses from all three functional areas are
classified under category two.

The Educational Technology Generalist

candidate is to select one Education course from each of the functional
areas of the courses listed.
Functional area one includes:

Education 539, Education 554,

Education 654, and Education 672.
Education 539. The Administration of School and Community
Relations. 3 credits. A study of the problems present in making
the school a vital part of the community and the center of its
relations. A study of the community school movement and the joint
responsibilities of school and community.
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Education 554. Principles and Techniques of Supervision. 3
credits. The nature and scope of supervision; principles governing the processes of supervision; the administrative organization
of supervision; and techniques for accomplishing the supervisory
programs. Applications are made to both the elementary and secondary school.
Education 654. Education and Public Relations. 3 credits.
A study of the principles and practices of public relations
applied to education. Designed to provide proficiency and skill
in 1) the organization and improvements of relations between the
school and the public through interaction; and in 2) the utilization of community and human resources and other social institutions in the organization and improvement of public education.
Education 672. Academic Administration in Higher Education.
3 credits. A study of the functions of administrators of academic
programs in institutes of higher education. Emphasis given to
philosophy, objectives, and curriculum development in academic
programs. Both junior and senior college proptems will be considered.
Functional area two includes Education 501, Education 515,
and Education 602.
Education 501. Human Development. 3 credits. The use of the
research from many fields in developing understanding of human
behavior. Emphasis is placed upon the integrated character of
growth and development, upon the activities of the school in the
processes of socialization, and upon the development of skills in
observing and interpreting human behavior.
Education 515. Historical Foundations of Education in the
United States. 3 credits. An analysis and interpretation of the
foundations of American education with special emphasis given to
the anthropological, philosophical, psychological, and sociological
influences upon the development of education.
Education 602. Social and Aesthetic Foundations of Education.
3 credits. Designed to acquaint doctoral students with a broad
view of education at all levels and to examine contemporary education problems in terms of their social and aesthetic background.
Functional area three includes:

Education 468, Education 521,

Education 546, and Education 601 (Education 344--special consideration
in media).
Education 468. Educational Testing and Evaluation. 3 credits.
Principles, scope, and methodology of evaluation in the public
schools; application of varied evaluation techniques to assess the
major objectives of modern education.
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Education 521. Educational Statistics. 3 credits. A study of
basic statistical concepts and techniques commonly used in educational research. Included among these are: 1) organization of
data, 2) graphical representation, 3) percentiles and other ranks,
4) measures of central tendency, 5) measures of variability, 6)
the normal distribution curve, 7) sampling theory, 8) significance
of differences between means, 9) correlation, 10) simple analysis
of variance, and 11) Chi Square.
Education 546. Improvement of Secondary Teaching. 3 credits.
The derivation of appropriate methods and techniques from basic
principles of learning. The development of working skills needed
in cooperative planning, selecting, and organizing teaching materials, utilization of the environment, individual and group guidance, and evaluation activities for the secondary school.
Education 601. Statistics for Educational Research. 3 credits.
The application of advanced statistical techniques to research in
education; the development of skills in interpreting statistical
concepts as well as skills in statistical computation. This course
presupposes a knowledge of elementary statistics.
Education 344. Utilization of Audio-Visual Materials. 3 credits.
A consideration of the place of audio-visual aids in the learning
process: general principles underlying the selection and use of
materials for instructional purposes; exploration of visual and
auditory aids available to teachers in secondary and elementary
schools; demonstration and practice in the use of audio-visual aids
in teaching. (This course should be taken if the Educational Technology Generalist candidate does not have any previous experience
in this academic area).
The required courses at Auburn University (Guideline Program 50)
that an Educational Technology Generalist is to take commences with
category one courses.
follows:

The general requirement education courses are as

Education 651 and Education 699 for an approximate total of

11 credits.
Education 651. Research Studies in Education. 5 credits.
Review, analysis, and interpretation of available research with
emphasis on designing new research to meet the changing needs of
the school.
Education 699.

Research and Thesis.

Credit arranged.

In category one the course in the first functional area,
administration and supervision is Administration Education (AED) 681.
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AED 681. Organization and Administration of Public Education.
credits. An introductory course designed for superintendents,
principals, teachers and other educational leaders, Topics covered include: purposes of organization and administration; organization and administration on federal, state, and local levels;
financial support and accounting; operation of plant; schoolcommunity interaction, and personnel administration.
5

In category one the courses in the second functional area of
curriculum development are:

Foundations of Education (FED) 600 and

FED 647.
FED 600. Education in Modern Society. 5 credits. Analysis
and interpretation of the interaction of historical, philosophical,
and sociological considerations affecting education in modern
society.
FED 647. Foundations in Curriculum and Teaching. 5 credits.
The development of curriculum patterns and teaching materials is
reviewed in terms of recent investigations and experimentations;
conflicting conceptions of that nature of the curriculum and the
sociological, philosophical and psychological implications of
these conflicts; methods of curricular reorganization in the
elementary and secondary schools.
In category one the courses in the third functional area of
instructional techniques and practices are:

Interdepartmental Educa-

tion (IED) 485 and IED 608.
IED 485. Learning Resources. 5 credits. Examination, evaluation, sources, and production of learning resources; attention to
contributions of films, filmstrips, slides, exhibits, realia kits,
games, charts, recordings, radio, television, and programmed materials to learning.
IED 608. Technology in Education. 5 credits. Theory, problems,
procedures, and standards in the utilization of technology.
The following courses from all three functional areas are classified under category two.

The Educational Technology Generalist candi-

date is to select one Education course from each of the functional areas
of the courses listed.
Functional area one includes:

Administration Education (AED)

645, AED 670, AED 683, AED 685, and AED 686,
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AED 645. Current Problems and Issues in Educational Administration. 5 credits, A study of the problems, issues, and trends
affecting educational institutions with particular attention to
development of administrative procedures to cope with the extensive changes occuring in education.
AED 670. Fundamentals of Supervision. 5 credits. Study of
the supervisory process including such topics as the theoretical
framework in which supervision takes place; the purpose, functions
and processes of supervision; supervisory tasks and skills; and
the methods of evaluation of effective supervision.
AED 683. The Leadership Role in Educational Administration.
5 credits. A study of current theories, concepts, and principles
of leadership and their application to education. Further emphasis
is placed on the responsibility of the educational administrator
for leadership in the school and community, responsibility for
leadership in the continuous improvement of staff competence and
principles and evaluation of effective leadership.
AED 685. Administrative Organization and Behavior. 5 credits.
Current theories and concepts of formal organization and of collective behavior. Includes a social-psychological approach to
organizations, and treats current trends in organizing for instruction.
AED 686. Administration and Policy Formation. 5 credits.
Analysis of basic social forces, antecedent movements, and political
action lending to formal enactment of educational policy at national, state, and local levels. Consideration is given to the roles
and functions of government and regulating boards and agencies.
Functional area two includes:

Foundations Education (FED) 636,

FED 639, FED 650, and Interdepartmental--Education (IED) 648.
FED 636. Philosophy of Education in America. 5 credits. Major
American contributions to the philosophy of education and their
influence on educational practice. Need for, and procedures in,
re-examing concepts in light of recent scientific and cultural
development.
FED 639. Comparative Education. 5 credits. Comparison among
the educational systems of leading foreign countries and the United
States, giving attention to the historic origins of different systems
and to their present sociological and philosophical significance.
FED 650. Seminar in Foundations of Education. 5 credits. Independent study of social and philosophical issues and their impact
on education. Examination of issues by utilizing social philosophies
and the techniques of analysis from the social sciences.
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!ED 648. Advanced Study of Curriculum and Teaching, 5 credits.
Major issues, frontier development, and trends in the improvement
of curriculum and teaching in elementary and secondary schools.
Functional area three includes:

Interdepartmental--Education

(IED) 489, !ED 611, Foundations Education (FED) 672, and Psychology
(PG) 625.
!ED 489. Cybernetic Principles of Learning Systems. 5 credits.
Introduction to the organization of instruction into learning
systems utilizing feedback control and modification; includes implications for instructional designs in the continuous progress
school with a special emphasis on the media center.
!ED 611. Principles of Media Services. 5 credits. Place and
function of media services in the American educational system.
Historical development of learning resource centers; media services
to teachers and pupils as an integral part of the school program;
standards and administrative policies are included.
FED 672. Statistical Methods in Education. 5 credits. The
need and importance of applying statistical methods to the study
of educational problems, statistical methods appropriate to education, and interpretation of meanings of statistical analysis.
PG 625. Experimental Design I. 5 credits. Analysis of variance, expected mean squares, and correlation methods.
The required courses at East Texas State University (Guideline
Program 60) that an Educational Technology Generalist is to take commences with category one courses.
courses are as follows:

The general requirement education

Education 518 and Education 595 for a total of

9 credits.
Education 518.

Thesis.

6 credits.

Education 595. Research Literature and Techniques. 3 credits.
This course is designed to acquaint the student with the various
types of research techniques and to develop competence in application of these techniques in the student's area of specialization.
In category one the courses in the first functional area,
administration and supervision are:

Educational Administration (EA)

631 and Secondary and Higher Education (SHED) 614.
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EA 631. Problems in Educational Administration. 3 credits.
This is a course for graduate students who desire to give more
study to some of the problems and issues in public school education than can be provided in the usual offerings in educational
administration.
SHED 614. Supervision in the Secondary School. 3 credits.
Special emphasis is placed upon the cooperative trends in modern
supervision. The course is designed for general and special
supervision, superintendents, principals, and classroom teachers.
In category one the courses in the second functional area,
curriculum development are:

Secondary and Higher Education (SHED) 626

and SHED 632.
SHED 626. Comparative Education. 3 credits. The relationships
of school and society in different cultural areas of the world.
SHED 632. Secondary Curriculum Problems and Trends. 3 credits.
A course designed to develop an understanding of the growth and
development of curriculum ideas operative in schools today, with
emphasis on aims, purposes, and outcomes as followed by modern
trends.
In category one the courses in the third functional area of
instructional techniques and practices are:

Audio-Visual Education

(AVED) 561, AVED 578 and Secondary and Higher Education (SHED) 521.
AVED 561. Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching. 3 hours. A
course intended primarily for those who are actively engaged in
teaching. It is designed to give a working knowledge of the
theory and principles underlying the use of media and to provide
the opportunity to develop proficiency in the operation of audiovisual equipment, including television, through regularly scheduled
practice sessions.
AVED 578. Utilization of Audio-Visual Materials. 3 credits.
Includes a study of curriculum enrichment through the selection
and effective use of audio-visual materials. Each student is
given the opportW1ity to make practical application of materials
suitable for use at the level at which he will teach. Particular
emphasis is given to the identification of behavioral objectives
and the selection of appropriate media to facilitate their
achievement.
SHED 521. Improving Teaching in the Secondary School. 3 credits.
A study of the basic principles of learning and of the implied
practices appropriate for use in the secondary school. Emphasis
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is placed upon a review of current research conducted on the
methods and techniques of teaching and upon planning and
organizing instructional materials for the secondary school
student.
The following courses from all three functional areas are classified under category two.

The Educational Technology Generalist candi-

date is to select one education course from each of the functional areas
of the courses listed.
Functional area one includes:

Educational Administration (EA)

560, EA 615, EA 652, and Secondary and Higher Education (SHED) 639.
EA 560. State and Federal Educational Administration. 3
credits. A study of the historical background; current problems,
trends, and issues; and functions of state and federal departments
of education, emphasizing their regulatory, leadership, service,
and research functions and activities.
EA 615. Public School Organization and Administration. 3
credits. The course is designed to provide a comprehensive study
of the organization and internal working of the American public
schools system.
EA 652. Public School Relations. 3 credits. The course is
committed to examine candidly, and in some detail the roles of
the school and lay agencies in shaping a public relations program
best suited to the interests of the public and to the established
goals of the schools.
SHED 639. Seminar in Supervision of Instruction. 3 credits.
This seminar places chief emphasis upon individual problems of
supervision, especially as they relate to classroom situations.
Functional area two includes:

Secondary and Higher Education

(SHED) 513, SHED 528, and Psychology 534.
SHED 513. The Secondary School Curriculum. 3 credits. The
course considers experiences which should comprise a well-rounded
program of instruction in the modern secondary school, along with
methods and procedures involved in curriculum revision and reconstruction.
SHED 528. The Philosophy of Education. 3 credits. The aims,
objectives, and goals of our school programs are studied in relation to present-day educational needs.
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Psychology 534. Measurements and Evaluations of Pupil Progress.
3 credits. This course offers opportunities for intensive study of
ways of evaluating the development and learning of school children.
Functional area three includes:

Audio-Visual Education (AVED)

562, AVED 565, AVED 579, and AVED 581.
AVED 562. Preparation of Audio-Visual Materials. 3 credits.
Mounting, lettering, and transparency techniques used in the
preparation of production of inexpensive audio-visual materials
are included.
AVED 565. Programmed Instruction. 3 credits. This course is
designed to acquaint students with various aspects of programmed
instruction, which includes computer-assisted instruction. It
includes the study of psychological theory underlying programmed
instruction and learning, techniques of programming, relative merits
of currently available self-instruction devices and programs,
methods of evaluating programs, and application of programmed
instruction. Students will write a short program.
AVED 579. Administration of the Audio-Visual Program. 3
credits. This course is designed to offer a survey of general
principles of administration with particular application to the
audio-visual program at the various levels--single building,
public school system, and college. Activities, which are flexible,
include practical problems, readings, and broad concept of an audiovisual program.
AVED 581. Television in Education. 3 credits. Deals with
television production and utilization of television in the classroom. Students receive experience in the operation of control
room and studio equipment, including video tape recorders. They
prepare and present lessons, and serve as members of the production
crews.

APPENDIX D
PROGRAM VALIDATION INFORMATION AND QUESTIONNAIRES
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EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY GENERALIST PROGRAM VALIDATION
1. Review the six Educational Technology Generalist programs given
below from course titles and selected course descriptions for content, continuity, and interest.
2. Please review all programs in the order indicated (note at beginning of programs) .
3. A brief interview will be scheduled with Dennis L. Primoli to
answer any questions that may arise on any phase of the six programs.
4. At the interview, you will be given a series of ten questions for
each of the six programs. The questions will be the same for each of
the programs and require a "yes" or ''no" answer.
5. In the space provided you are to rank the six programs from one
through six, with one being the highest ranking and six the lowest
ranking.
Definitions
1. Generalist: one who devotes himself to, is conversant with, or
can handle several different skills, fields, or aptitudes.
2. Educational Technology Generalist: a term used to describe a
person who uses educational development to compile his total capabilities in different academic areas as an instructor and administrator.
3. Functional: having or serving a utilitarian purpose; capable of
serving the purpose for which it was designed.
4. Functional Area: a term used to describe one of the three academic areas: 1) administration and supervision development, 2)
curriculum development, or 3) instructional techniques and practices
development.
5. Category one courses: those courses that are required and can
be substituted by similar course offerings under highly acceptable
conditions as defined by the graduate students' advisory committee
and the universities Department of Education.
6. Category two courses: those courses that are highly recommended,
of which a selection of one is chosen, from each of the sampling
functional areas.
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CONTENT VALIDATION QUESTIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

For this generalist program, should functional area one, administration and supervision, be emphasized more?
For this generalist program, should functional area two, curriculum
development, be emphasized more?
For this generalist program, should functional area three, instructional techniques and practices, be emphasized more?
Are the functional areas combined sufficiently in content to make
this total program for an Educational Technology Generalist worthwhile?
Does this Educational Technology Generalist Education program lack
practicability in this age of specialization?
Do you think behavioral science courses should be included in this
program?
In this Generalist program, should the graduate student develop particular skills rather than particular learning experiences?
Should an Educational Technology Graduate student receive a Master's
in Education with this program?
Do you think a person with this degree could find employment in a
public school system as an administrator?
Do you feel this Generalist program has laid enough foundation to
pursue a future doctoral degree?

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

RANK PROGRAMS

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

10

20

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
30

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
40

50

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
60
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STATISTICAL COMPUTATIONS
Spearman's Correlation Computations

p = 1 - 61:d:t.

Formula:

N= 6

N (N:i:-1)

Professors versus Expected Rankings
Guideline Programs are listed in order from 10 through 60.)

(Note:

2
2

6
6

1
1

3
3

5

4

4

5

(d)

0

0

0

0

1

-1

(d:i)

0

0

0

0

1

1

3
2

6
6

1
1

4
3

2
4

5
5

(d)

1

0

0

1

-2

0

( d.2.)

1

0

0

1

4

0

2
2

3
6

1
1

6
3

4
4

5
5

(d)

0

-3

0

3

0

0

(d~)

0

9

0

9

0

0

4
2

6
6

1
1

2
3

3
4

5
5

(d)

2

0

0

-1

-1

0

(di.)

4

0

0

1

1

0

Professor A Ranking
Expected Ranking

i:,d.2. = 2

thus

p = .943

Professor B Ranking
Expected Ranking

~d:i.. = 6

thus

p = .829

Professor C Ranking
Expected Ranking

i: d).

=

18

thus

p

=

.486

Professor D Ranking
Expected Ranking

~ dJ..

=6

thus

p = .829
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Professor E Ranking
Expected Ranking
(d)
(d~)

L

d4

1
2

6
6

2
1

3
3

5
4

4
5

-1

0

1

0

1

-1

1

0

1

0

1

1

1
2

2
6

3
1

5
3

4
4

6
5

-1

-4

2

2

0

1

1

16

4

4

0

1

= 4 thus p = .886

Professor F Ranking
Expected Ranking
(d)
(di.)

!: d = 26

thus p

= .257

Kendall's Correlation of Concordance Computations
Professors grouped ranking
Totals for computations of "S"
Guideline programs

10

20

30

40

50

60

total

Totals

13

29

9

23

23

29

126

N =

6

Mean = 126

.

s = (13-21)2. + (29-21) 2
s = 64 + 64 + 144 + 4 +

6
+

= 21

(9-21)2 + (23-21) 2 + (23-21)

4 + 64

=

344

2

+

(29-21/

=

